Biomass Category

1. Prim. wood
>500 ha FMU

GGL-Certified 4

GGL-Controlled

MT % per
category

1

% Originate
from
endorsed
schemes1

2

SDE+
requirement
s covered by
the
endorsed
scheme and
by GGLS12

Use of
GGLS53 to
cover
missing
requiremen
ts

NTA 8003:2017
code / description

3

4

5

☒ yes
☐ no5
☐ yes
☐ no6

Risk
based
approac
h
applied?
☐ yes
☐ no7

GGL-Certified

☐ yes
☐ no8

GGL-Controlled

☐ yes
☐ no9

3. Residues from
nature/landscape

GGL-Certified

2. Prim.
wood
<500 ha
FMU

GGL-Controlled

4. Residues from
agriculture

GGL-Certified

GGL-Controlled

5. Biogenic
residues and
waste

GGL-Certified

GGL-Controlled

Also include name of endorsed scheme and claim.
Indicate individual sustainability principles/criteria covered by the endorsed scheme and/or the GGLS1
3 Indicate individual sustainability principles/criteria covered by GGLS5.
1
2

1: Provide the total amount of material defined per biomass category:

2: Provide the amount of biomass (in %) belonging to a certificate claim(s): e.g. 75% from ‘FSC 100%’ and 25%
from ‘ATFS’.
The % of certified and non-certified material used by the GGL participant or their part of the supply chain can
follow:

3: Provide the criteria that are covered by the certificate and/or by GGLS1.
If multiple certification schemes are used clearly state these criteria with reference to each scheme.
Note: Only material covered by all applicable requirements of SDE+, possibly in a combination of an endorsed
scheme and GGLS5 can be claimed as GGL-certified or GGL-compliant material.

4:.=Indicate if the missing SDE+ requirements have been met using GGLS5.
Note: Only material covered by all applicable requirements of SDE+, possibly in a combination of an endorsed
scheme and GGLS5 can be claimed as GGL-certified or GGL-compliant material.

5: Provide the correct NTA8003:2017 code for the feed stock used in the claim.
Examples of NTA-codes (depending on requirements at end user):
116 for by-products industry (Cat 5),
111 for mix of fresh wood (Cat1 and/or Cat2),
121 mix of hardwood from forest (Cat1 and/or Cat2),
129 hardwood from thinning (Cat1 and/or Cat2),
127 hard wood tops and branches (Cat1 and/or Cat2),
131Mmix of softwood from forest (Cat1 and/or Cat2),
139 Softwood from thinning (Cat1 and/or Cat2),
137 Soft wood tops and branches from the forest (Cat1 and/or Cat2),
113 Residues from nature and landscape management (Cat 3),
255 Sugar cane leaves; agricultural residues (Cat 4),
542 Spend Bleaching Earth from oleo industry (Cat 5) or 588 Spend Bleaching Earth from Food Related
industry (Cat 5),
532 Bagasse; pulp from sugar production (Cat 5),
585 Animal meal (Cat 5),
525 Palmkernelshells – PKS (Cat 5)

